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Cooperation
between cities

The Book of Genesis (from 11,26 to 25,11) tells us that Abraham
was originally from the city of UR of the Chaldeans, which
was located in the lower Mesopotamia near the lower course
of the Euphrates, where UR is located.
 
Maintaining the symbol of an ancient city that gave birth to
the father of the three main Monotheistic Religions, we want
to build a new "International Decentralized City", a new
House of Peace,  where the dialogue between all the cultures
of the Mediterranean and the World can prosper as a
precondition for the social and economic development of its
"Citizens".
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From the center of the Mediterranean, and more precisely from Palermo
as a City of Peace and Reception, starts the proposal, addressed to other
1000 Cities in the world that share the same vocation, to establish an
open study committee that can reach the formulation of a proposal to
rewrite the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
 
A path of about three years (coinciding with the three-year Presidency of
Italy at the UN Human Right Council) within which will take place, on a
4-monthly basis, cultural events, workshops and artistic events.
 
During this course, moreover, each city with its sponsored organization
that will participate with a contribution in terms of, respectively,
intangible and tangible resources, will become one of the 1000 tiles of the
artistic installation "Mosaic of Peace", which will symbolize a new model
of cooperation between citizens of the world and transparent
management of resources.
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through the realization of the
interventions and facilities for the

promotion of the new
COSTAMED tourist destination

with an integrated territorial
tourism marketing

approach, managed by a Public
Private Partnership.

A new destination in the
Mediterranean

with the mission of defining new
Public Governance rules for the

interested territories and creating
“best practices” for the formation

of a new and more competent
management class.

A permanent
Mediterranean
Think-Thank  an operational platform for the

transparent management of
humanitarian projects aimed

at identify alternative strategies
and bringing new planning to

address root causes of migration
flows, and at the same time create
managers and operators that will

follow on-site development.

A platform for
humanitarian projects

The promoter and the
targets set
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www.costamed.net



April 25th 2017
New York - Nino Calogero
speaks to the Rotary Club of
New York about the problem of
immigrants in the
Mediterranean Sea

April 29th 2017
New York - Nino Calogero,
Francesco and Marco Strafalaci,
presented to UNHCR (Head of
Delegation Mr. Firas Kayal) the
idea of a Platform for Peace and
Security in the Mediterranean
Area.

May 27th and 28th 2017

Palermo - The event, in conjunction with
the G7 of Taormina, to start a new G.
Zero of Peoples or a new GO ... to start
with a mentality of change, not only
bottom-up but also top-down. An
approach of GLOCALIZATION of socio-
economic processes

International
People Summit 

Project's origins
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September 8th 2017
Palermo - Historical Exhibition
“Peace and Security: Men,
Means and Values from Second
World War to Today" and
assignment of recognition to the
memory of Sicilian aviators
killed in Kindu.

September 9th 2017
Palermo, Palazzo delle Aquile - For
a New Governance.
Presentation of the "Robin Award"
to be attributed to the public
managers who will have
distinguished themselves for their
work

September 11th 2017

NYC/PA - Celebration of September 11
with the exchange of messages between
Dan Nigro (now head of the Civil
Protection of the State of New York) and
Leoluca Orlando to enhance the G 0 and
symbolically inaugurate a bridge between
the Mediterranean and Americas.

Project's origins



In 2017 in Stavanger, Norway, was held the annual works of the Global
Parliament of Mayors, an association that brings together mayors and public
administrators committed to strengthening political and administrative
cooperation between cities.
 
During the conference, Mayor of Palermo was awarded the "Benjamin Barber
Global Cities Award".

The Mayor of Palermo

Leoluca Orlando Cascio is an Italian politician and lawyer.
Since 22 May 2012, he has held his fifth term of office as
Mayor of Palermo and since 7 June 2016 also that of Mayor of
the metropolitan city of Palermo. His mandate will expire in
2021. 
From 2014 he is the President of Anci Sicilia, National
Association of Italian Municipalities.

LEOLUCA ORLANDO



City of Palermo

A sicilian city historically known for its mix of different
cultures, it can become an international reference point for
initiatives such as the Chart of Palermo of 2015
(www.palermocapitalecultura.it/chart-of-palermo) which
addresses the issues of integration and citizenship, where the
main concept is the right to international mobility.
 
The international commitment of its Mayor within the
executive committee of the Global Parliament of Mayors has
facilitated the sharing of the operational lines of the Public
Private Partnership COSTA MED E.E.I.G. which, operating
between Sicily and Malta, coordinates the entire project.
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https://www.palermocapitalecultura.it/chart-of-palermo


7,6%

in 2017, 4.8 million arrivals were recorded: an increase
of 10% compared to 2016. 14 million and 649 thousand
are the presences recorded by the accommodation
facilities, 900 thousand more if we consider the data of
two years ago.

Increase in number of tourist only in the last year



The Zisa Castle (from Al-Azizah or “the splendid”)
dates back to the 12th century and is one of the best
testimonies of the Arab-Norman domination in
Sicily. Built as a summer residence out of town for
the leisure of the king, it was built by the Normans
on the model of the rich residences of their Arab
predecessors.
Today Zisa hosts the Islamic Art Museum, which
collects works from Sicily and the Mediterranean
area produced between the 9th and 12th centuries.
Among these very interesting is a Christian
inscription in four languages: Hebrew, Latin,
Byzantine and Arabic greek, testimony to the
multiethnicity of Palermo.

Zisa Castle

www.federicosecondo.org/en/castle-of-zisa
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The garden of the Zisa of Palermo (inaugurated in 2005) is
located in what was once the ancient Genoard (the hunting
park) in front of the palace of the Zisa, extending for a total
area of 30,000 m2.

A new garden
AND THE CULTURAL SHIPYARD OF ZISA

The area of "Mosaic of Peace"

Less than 10 minutes walk away is
the industrial archaeology
complex of the Cultural Shipyard
of Zisa (former Officine Ducrot).
Today this area is used as an
exhibition space for theatrical,
musical, film and cultural events
of all kinds.























Department for Cultures

The project strengthens its roots in Palermo, the Italian Capital of Culture in
2018, as a city that in 2019, as a city that in the establishment of the new
municipal council has given a signal of continuity and expansion of its
commitment, establishing the Department for Cultures (generally called the
Department for Culture).
 
 
The young Councillor Adham Darawsha, with his Middle Eastern origins, will
be able to play a key role in the development of the project and represent the
right interface of the many municipalities that are part of the Mosaic.
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THE THREE BYZANTINE CITIES

For the inauguration that will take place in May, Palermo will invite to participate in the celebration the
representatives of the other two Byzantine Cities, Beirut and Istanbul, for the laying of the first three tiles
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May 2019
Start of work and inauguration of

Mosaic of Peace - Main theme: The
"Mare Nostrum" Area

1Q 2021
Placement of the remaining Mosaic
of Peace tiles - Presentation of the

New Universal Declaration of
Human Rights3Q 2019

Placement of 200 Mosaic of Peace
tiles - Main theme: Migration and

acceptance

3Q 2020
Placement of 200 Mosaic of Peace
tiles - Main theme: Interreligious

dialogue

1Q 2020
Placement of 200 Mosaic of Peace
tiles - Main theme: e-Democracy

2Q 2020
Placement of 200 Mosaic of Peace

tiles - Main theme: Economic
developement and integration

Project Steps

An important step of the Mosaic of Peace will be the presence of the International
Exhibition of Tripoli - Lebanon November 2019, in the platform dedicated to NGOs
that are part of the post-conflict reconstruction process of Syria, organized by the
IFP ( www.ifpgroup.net)



IDA – INITIATIVE POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT de L’AFRIQUE 
 
is a non-profit association based in Dakar (Senegal), recognized
as a Permanent Observer to the United Nations ECOSOC
Commission.
 
Is one of the organisations that has supported the project since
its inception and it will be the main spokesperson for the
presentation of the new rewriting of the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights.
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TRANSPARENT

Publicly reported income and expenditure

SMART AND SECURE

Implementation of Blockchain Technology

ANALYTIC

Detailed data rather than aggregated data

ETHIC

Preference will be given to providers of services
sensitive to the issue of eco-sustainability

mosaicofpeace.org

Glass System - Fundraising
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With the collaboration of the
Provincial Committee of
Palermo for Unicef Onlus

CIPDH African Department
International Human Rights Defence

Commitee 

CIPDH African Department
International Human Rights Defence

Commitee 

The Rotary Club of New York
ROBIN MIND

School of Ethics and Economics


